Consultant (London HQ)
We are looking for a smart, driven Consultant to join our expanding Consulting team. You will work with our
growing, international client base (UK/Europe) to help them to improve their business. You will use your
experience in consumer goods and/or consulting to bring thought leadership & client understanding to
solve complex & strategic issues. You will work on a variety of projects ranging from complex data analysis to
software implementations and drive our change management.

You will be
-

Working with leading FMCG multinationals across multiple industries e.g. alcohol, soft drinks,
pharmaceuticals
Managing consulting projects & implementations of Acumen’s revenue management software tools
Defining, delivering & debriefing projects & implementations
Analysing client data to deliver actionable insights which drive lasting change in our clients’ businesses
Winning upsell & new business
Delivering internal efficiencies and capability through new technology & innovative ways of working

About you
We need someone who can show us that they have a passion for making a difference and having an impact from
the word go. You will have 2+ years of experience, ideally with a background in consulting, or working in a
commercial role for a consumer brands company. You’ll be comfortable handling large data sets and interacting
with senior stakeholders. You’ll love to problem solve and be able to juggle competing priorities to work to
deadlines. Finally, you will enjoy working in a fast-paced and challenging environment, in a role with lots of
variation.

Benefits
This role offers an attractive salary, quarterly bonus scheme, travel subsidy, private healthcare (including dental
& optical) and pension, as well as lots of opportunity for training. We offer quarterly away days, monthly events,
team initiatives and meet up’s. You will get a £1,000 contribution towards your home office set up and will be
able to choose whether you would work best mostly based from home with a £150 per month contribution
towards home working costs or from our hub office with a £50 per month contribution towards travel.

About Acumen
Acumen deliver lasting change through smart revenue management for consumer brands. We do this through the
deployment of our award-winning applications and delivery of our game changing consulting services.

Team Career Path

Apply
To apply, please send us your CV to jobs@acumenci.com

